Aerohive Select: Next-generation network management for your Wi-Fi

Select sets a new standard for simplicity and flexibility in cloud networking. It includes powerful network management tools for RF planning, monitoring of devices and application usage and secure, tailored access management capabilities. Select enables true enterprise mobility and lets you define the connected experience on your network. Choose between HiveManager Classic and HiveManager NG, with the option to upgrade to Aerohive Insight.

KEY BENEFITS

- Advanced network management tools, security and access management
- A choice of cloud-based or on-premises deployment option
- Includes HiveCare Select with 24/7 interactive support

FEATURES

APPLICATION VISIBILITY AND CONTROL

Visibility and Optimization for thousands of apps – including your own custom applications!

HIVECARE WORLD CLASS SUPPORT

From planning to maintenance, world-class support packages offer true value and lasting satisfaction.

AEROHIVE PRIVATE PRE-SHARED KEY

Enhanced security options that allow you to customize policies based on the identity of the user, type of device, location on the network, and even time of day.

PUBLIC OR PRIVATE CLOUD DEPLOYMENT OPTIONS

Choose your deployment model: the public cloud with simplified deployment and centralized management, or on-premises in your data center.

Start your Wi-Fi deployment with Aerohive Connect and its robust Wi-Fi capabilities. Then, upgrade your services and benefit from the advanced features and deployment options of the Select portfolio. Add Insight to enable tailored business applications and new business intelligence.

Contact us today to learn how your organization can benefit from Aerohive Select and Aerohive Wi-Fi Networking solutions.